We give a precise characterization of parameter free n and n induction schemata, I ? n and I ? n , in terms of re ection principles. This allows us to show that I ? n+1 is conservative over I ? n w.r.t. boolean combinations of n+1 sentences, for n 1. In particular, we give a positive answer to a question by R. Kaye, whether the provably recursive functions of I ? 2 are exactly the primitive recursive ones. We also obtain sharp results on the strength of bounded number of instances of parameter free induction in terms of iterated re ection.
Introduction
In this paper we shall deal with arithmetical theories containing Kalmar elementary arithmetic EA or, equivalently, I 0 +Exp. n and n formulas are prenex formulas obtained from the bounded ones by n alternating blocks of similar quanti ers, starting from`9' and`8', respectively. B( n ) denotes the class of boolean combinations of n formulas. st n and st n denote the classes of n and n sentences.
Parameter free induction schemata have been introduced and investigated by Kaye, Paris, and Dimitracopoulos 11], Adamowicz and Bigorajska 1], Ratajczyk 13 ], Kaye 10] , and others. I ? n is the theory axiomatized over EA by the schema of induction A(0)^8x (A(x) ! A(x + 1)) ! 8xA(x); for n formulas A(x) containing no other free variables but x, and I ? n is similarly de ned. 1 It is known that the schemata I ? n and I ? n show a very di erent behaviour from their parametric counterparts I n and I n . In particular, for n 1, I ? n and I ? n are not nitely axiomatizable, and I ? n is strictly stronger than I ? n (in fact, stronger than I n?1 + I ? n ). Furthermore, it is known that I n is a conservative extension of I ? n w.r.t. n+2 sentences, although I ? n itself only has a B( n+1 ) axiomatization 11].
In contrast, nontrivial conservation results for I ? n , for n > 1, seem to have been unknown. In particular, it was unknown, if the provably total recursive functions of I ? 2 coincide with the primitive recursive ones (communicated by R. Kaye). The
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case of I ? 1 (over PA ? ) was essentially treated in 11] , where the authors show that 2 consequences of that theory are contained in EA, cf also 6].
In this paper we prove that the provably total recursive functions of I ? 2 are exactly the primitive recursive ones. Moreover, we show that I ? n+1 is conservative over I ? n w.r.t. boolean combinations of n+1 sentences (n 1). We also obtain sharp results on the strength of bounded number of instances of parameter free induction in terms of iterated re ection.
The proofs of these results are based on a characterization of parameter free induction schemata in terms of re ection principles and (generalizations of) the conservativity results for local re ection principles obtained in 3] using methods of provability logic. In our opinion, such a relationship presents an independent interest, especially because this seems to be the rst occasion when local re ection principles naturally arise in the study of fragments of arithmetic.
We shall also essentially rely on the results from 4] characterizing the closures of arbitrary arithmetical theories extending EA under n and n induction rules. In fact, the results of this paper show that much of the unusual behaviour of parameter free induction schemata can be explained by their tight relationship with the theories axiomatized by induction rules.
Preliminaries
First, we establish some useful terminology and notation concerning rules in arithmetic (cf also 4]). We say that a rule is a set of instances, that is, expressions of the form A 1 ; : : : ; A n B ; where A 1 ; : : : ; A n and B are formulas. Derivations using rules are de ned in the standard way; T + R denotes the closure of a theory T under a rule R and rst order logic. T; R] denotes the closure of T under unnested applications of R, that is, the theory axiomatized over T by all formulas B such that, for some formulas A 1 ; : : : ; A n derivable in T, A1;:::;An B is an instance of R. T U means that theories T and U are deductively equivalent, i.e., have the same set of theorems.
A rule R 1 is derivable from R 2 i , for every theory T containing EA, T + R 1 T + R 2 . A rule R 1 is reducible to R 2 i , for every theory T containing EA, T; R 1 ] T; R 2 ]. R 1 and R 2 are congruent i they are mutually reducible (denoted R 1 = R 2 ). For a theory U containing EA we say that R 1 and R 2 are congruent modulo U, i for every extension T of U, T; R 1 ] T; R 2 ]. Induction rule is de ned as follows:
IR:
Whenever we impose a restriction that A(x) only ranges over a certain subclass ?
of the class of arithmetical formulas, this rule is denoted ?-IR. In general, we allow parameters to occur in A, however the following lemma holds (cf also 5]).
Lemma 2.1. n -IR is reducible to parameter free n -IR. n -IR is reducible to parameter free n -IR.
Proof. An application of IR for a formula A(x; a) can obviously be reduced to the one for 8zA(x; z), and this accounts for the n case.
On ( 1 ) is equivalent to the consistency assertion Con T for T. See 14, 12, 3] for some basic information about re ection principles.
We shall also consider the following re ection rule:
We let m -RR( n ) denote the above rule with the restriction that P is a m sentence. Main results (Theorems 1, 2 and 3) of 4] can then be reformulated as follows.
Proposition 2.1. 1. n -IR = n+1 -RR( n ), for n > 1;
2. n -IR = n+1 -RR( n+1 ) (mod I n?1 ), for n > 1. Since EA; n -IR] contains I n?1 , Statement 2 implies that the rules n+1 -RR( n+1 ) and n -IR are interderivable, for all n 1.
3 Characterizing I ? n and I ? n by re ection principles 
for each n formula A(x) with the only free variable x. We let P denote the n+1 sentence (logically equivalent to) A(0)^8x (A(x) ! A(x + 1)). Then, by external induction on n it is easy to see that, for each n, EA + P`A( n). This fact is formalizable in EA, therefore EA`8x Prov EA+P (pA( _ x)q):
Denoting by T the theory axiomatized over EA by all formulas
such that Q is a n+1 sentence, we conclude that
It follows that T`P ! 8xA(x), as required.
For the inclusion ( ) we observe that for any n+1 sentence P the theory I ? n + P contains P + n -IR by Lemma 4 Relativized provability and re ection For n 1, n (N) denotes the set of all true n sentences. True n (x) denotes a canonical truthde nition for n sentences, that is, a n formula naturally de ning the set of G odel numbers of n (N) sentences in EA. True n (x) provably in EA satis es Tarski satisfaction conditions (cf 9]), and therefore, for every formula A(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) 2 n , EA`A(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) $ True n (pA( _ Since the formula expressing the totality of superexponentiation function is a 2 sentence, the schemata Rfn I 0+Supexp ( 2 ) and Rfn EA ( 2 ) are also equivalent over I 0 + Supexp, q.e.d.
Conservation results
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
Axiomatization results
The characterization of parameter free induction in terms of re ection principles (Theorem 1) actually reveals other interesting information about these schemata.
The following theorem, which is a corollary of the relativized version of another conservation result for local re ection principles (due, essentially, to Goryachev 8] 
gives a characterization of n+1 consequences of I ? n and I ? n+1 . For the case of I ? n a related charcterization of provably total recursive functions is given in 1, 13].
On the other hand, the paper 11] also contains a related conservation result for I ? 1 w.r.t. 1 sentences (I ? 1 is formulated over PA ? ).
Let T be an r.e. theory containing EA. Proof. The proof relies on the fact that our characterization of parameter free induction schemata in terms of re ection principles respects the number of instances of these schemata. This corollary can be strengthened by using the following two generalizations of Theorem 5. They both are proved in essentially the same way as Theorem 5, so we omit their proofs. Theorem 6. Let T be an extension of EA by nitely many n+2 sentences, n 1. Theorem 7. Let T be an extension of EA by nitely many n+1 sentences, n 1.
Then
